
Abstract Albino mammals show very characteristic
deficits in their optokinetic system, and albino ferrets are
even optokinetically blind. To investigate the neuronal
causes for this defect we compared the morphology of
retinal slip cells in the pretectal nucleus of the optic tract
and the dorsal terminal nucleus of the accessory optic
system (NOT-DTN) in pigmented and albino ferrets
(Mustela putorius furo) using retrograde tracing tech-
niques. After tracer injections into the inferior olive,
equal numbers of NOT-DTN neurons were retrogradely
labelled in pigmented and albino animals. However,
NOT-DTN cells in albino ferrets had fewer stem den-
drites, and the cumulative dendritic length was reduced
by 30% when compared with NOT-DTN neurons in pig-
mented animals. In addition, the prominent network
formed by distal dendrites observed in the NOT-DTN of
pigmented ferrets was largely diminished in albinos.
Taken together with behavioural and physiological data,
these findings indicate that the NOT-DTN as the main
visuomotor interface in the optokinetic system is clearly
defective in albino ferrets.
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Introduction

The pretectal nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) and the
dorsal terminal nucleus of the accessory optic system
(DTN) are primary visual centres playing an essential
role in the generation of slow phase eye movements dur-
ing horizontal optokinetic nystagmus (hOKN). Retinal
slip neurons in these two adjacent structures cannot be

distinguished based either on their response properties or
on their anatomical connections. Thus, we consider them
as a functional unit in the optokinetic reflex called NOT-
DTN.

Electrical stimulation of the NOT-DTN elicits conju-
gate optokinetic eye movements, with the slow phase
directed towards the stimulated hemisphere (rabbit:
Collewijn 1975a; cat: Hoffmann and Fischer 2001; mon-
key: Schiff et al. 1988). After NOT-DTN lesions, hOKN
can no longer be induced visually towards the lesioned
side (rat: Cazin et al. 1980; rabbit: Collewijn 1975b; cat:
Precht and Strata 1980; Hoffmann and Fischer 2001;
monkey: Kato et al. 1986; Schiff et al. 1990; Ilg et al.
1993).

Frontal-eyed mammals such as cats and primates have
a symmetrical optokinetic nystagmus, i.e. they respond
equally well to both horizontal directions of stimulus
movement during monocular viewing (Wood et al. 1973;
Zee et al. 1987). Even though the eyes in ferrets are not
as frontal as in cats, their visual system including their
optokinetic nystagmus is strikingly similar to that of the
cat (e.g. Greiner and Weidman 1981; Law et al. 1988;
Hein et al. 1990). The symmetry of OKN is attributed to
a binocular input from the visual cortex to the NOT-DTN
(Wood et al. 1973; Hoffmann 1982), which enables each
eye to drive either NOT-DTN. In the left NOT-DTN,
neurons involved in the control of optokinetic reflex
(OKR) are direction selectively activated by large visual
stimuli moving to the left, whereas neurons in the right
NOT-DTN prefer movement to the right. These neurons
have been termed “retinal slip neurons” because they re-
spond most strongly to the slip of the entire retinal image
(Ballas and Hoffmann 1985). This functional organiza-
tion of the NOT-DTN seems to be identical in all mam-
mals, as substantiated by the results from receptive field
analyses in a wide range of species (for a review of the
literature see Grasse and Cynader 1990; Wallman 1993;
Ibbotson et al. 1994; Hoffmann et al. 1995).

Retinal afferents to these neurons arise from direction
selective ganglion cells (rabbit: Oyster et al. 1972; cat:
Hoffmann and Stone 1985; for review see: Simpson
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1984). The output of retinal slip cells in the NOT-DTN is
sent to the dorsal cap and the nucleus beta of the ipsilat-
eral inferior olive (IO) and other brainstem nuclei related
to oculomotor functions (rat: Terasawa et al. 1979; rab-
bit: Takeda and Maekawa 1976; Holstege and Collewijn
1982; cat: Hoffmann et al. 1976; Itoh 1977; Magnin et
al. 1989; monkey: Hoffmann et al. 1988; Mustari et al.
1994; Büttner-Ennever et al. 1996a, 1996b).

It is well established that albino mammals show sev-
eral anatomical abnormalities in the visual system, start-
ing with a decreased number of ganglion cells in the cen-
tral retina and an abnormal decussation pattern of retinal
ganglion cell axons at the optic chiasm (Jeffery 1997).
The reduction of the ipsilateral retinofugal projection
and abnormal geniculocortical pathways have been doc-
umented in several albino carnivores (ferret: Guillery
1971; Cucchiaro and Guillery 1984; Huang and Guillery
1985; Morgan and Thompson 1985; Morgan et al. 1987;
cat: Guillery and Kaas 1971, 1973; Hubel and Wiesel
1971; Montero and Guillery 1978). In particular ipsilat-
eral retinal projections to the NOT-DTN and other nuclei
of the accessory optic system (AOS) are very strongly
diminished or absent in albino ferrets, whereas they have
been demonstrated in normally pigmented strains of spe-
cies with frontally placed eyes (cat: Ballas et al. 1981;
ferret: Zhang and Hoffmann 1993).

Albino mammals show some remarkable characteris-
tics in their optokinetic behaviour. If only the temporal
retina is stimulated, OKN is either inverted (mouse:
Mangini et al. 1985; rat: Precht and Cazin 1979; Lannou
et al. 1982; Sirkin et al. 1985; rabbit: Collewijn et al.
1978; man: Collewijn et al. 1985) or it is altogether ab-
sent in certain mouse and rat strains (Precht and Cazin
1979; Mangini et al. 1985) and ferrets (Garipis and Hoff-
mann 1999). These latter animals appear optokinetically
blind, i.e. movement of the entire retinal image does not
elicit optokinetic stabilizing eye movements. Interesting-
ly, an optokinetically blind, hypopigmented mutant (sa-
ble) has also been described in zebra fish (Neuhauss et
al. 1999). Corresponding deficits have been found for di-
rection selective neurons in the NOT-DTN of albino rab-
bits (Winterson and Collewijn 1981), albino rats (Lannou
et al. 1982), and albino ferrets (Garipis and Hoffmann
1999) in that the selectivity for ipsiversive stimulus
movement is lost. In some cases the direction selectivity
in the nasal visual field is even inverted to preferring
contraversive movement (Winterson and Collewijn
1981). Since in normal animals direction selectivity is
present already in the retinal ganglion cells projecting to
the NOT-DTN (Oyster et al. 1972; Hoffmann and Stone
1985; for review see Wallman 1993), it was suggested
that differences in the ipsilateral retinal projection to the
NOT-DTN in albinos could cause the inverted nystag-
mus in rabbits (Winterson and Collewijn 1981).

In this study, we investigate whether the functional
deficits in an optokinetically blind animal like the albino
ferret are reflected in the functional anatomy of the
NOT-DTN. The reduction of the ipsilateral retinofugal
projections in these animals is well documented

(Cucchiaro and Guillery 1984; Morgan et al. 1987;
Thompson 1990; Zhang and Hoffmann 1993). Utilizing
the robust projection from the NOT-DTN to the dorsal
cap of the IO, we compared the number and dendritic
morphology of IO-projecting neurons in the NOT-DTN
of pigmented and albino ferrets by retrograde tracing
techniques. Our results show that this part of the neuro-
nal substrate for optokinetic nystagmus, i.e. the IO pro-
jecting cells in the NOT-DTN, is present in albino fer-
rets. However, we observed morphological changes
which might give a first clue about the alterations in the
OKN system at this first stage after the retina.

Materials and methods

Animals

All experiments were approved by the local ethics committee and
were carried out in accordance with the European Communities
Council Directive of 24 November 1986 (S6 609 EEC) and NIH
guidelines for care and use of animals for experimental proce-
dures. The experiments were carried out on young adult
(7–12 months old) age matched pigmented (n=4) and albino (n=4)
ferrets (Mustela putorius furo) of both sexes that had been bred
and raised in the animal facility of the Department of Zoology and
Neurobiology at the Ruhr-University, Bochum. Prior to the ana-
tomical experiments, the optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) of the ani-
mals had been tested behaviourally (Garipis and Hoffmann 1999).
The data of these individuals were indistinguishable from the data
of the rest of our population, i.e. albino ferrets showed no OKN
whereas pigmented animals did.

Surgery and injections

The animals were initially sedated with 2 mg/kg acepromacine
(Vetranquil) and anaesthetized with 15 mg/kg ketamine hydro-
chloride. After additional local anaesthesia with bupivacaine hy-
drochloride (Bupivacain RPR 0.5%) or prilocaine hydrochloride
(Xylonest), the animals were placed in a stereotaxic instrument
and the skin overlying the posterior part of the skull and neck was
opened. The neck muscles were bluntly parted until the foramen
occipitale magnum was visible. Then the dura mater was opened
to reveal the obex of the fourth ventricle. The injections into the
inferior olive (IO) were performed with a Hamilton syringe 1 mm
lateral to the obex with the tip angled at 45° posterioanteriorly
(complete method described by Horn and Hoffmann 1987). On
both sides of the brain, either 0.25 µl horseradish peroxidase
(HRP, 20% in distilled water containing 2% dimethylsulphoxide,
DMSO), or in one of the albino animals 0.5 µl biocytin-dextran
[Molecular Probes, MW 3000, 15% in 0.1 M NaOH citrate (pH 3)
containing 2% DMSO], was slowly injected over 30 min. After an
additional waiting period of 15 min, the syringe was withdrawn.
In one pigmented and two albino animals only the right IO was in-
jected. After completion of all injections, the dura opening was
covered with Gelfoam (Gelita Tampon) and the wound was closed
in appropriate layers. After complete recovery, the animals were
returned to the animal quarters.

Histology

After a survival time of 36–72 h, the animals were again anaesthe-
tized with 30 mg/kg ketamine and 0.1 ml xylazine hydrochloride
(Rompun) and put to death with an overdose of pentobarbital.
Then the animals were perfused through the heart with 0.9% NaCl
containing 0.1% procaine hydrochloride followed by paraformal-
dehyde-lysine-periodate (PLP) containing 4% paraformaldehyde.
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The brain was removed from the skull. After postfixation over-
night in PLP, the tissue was cryoprotected with 10% and 20%
glycerin and 2% DMSO in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (PB; pH 7.4).
The brain was blocked stereotaxically into one block including the
midbrain and one block including the inferior olive, which were
cut into 50-µm-thick frontal sections on a freezing microtome
(Microm, HM 500 OM). Two alternate series were collected into
0.1 M PB saline (PBS, pH 7.6), one for visualizing the neuronal
tracers, the other for identifying subcortical nuclei in Nissl-stained
material.

The HRP was visualized using 3,3'-diaminobenzidine tetrahy-
drochloride (DAB) (see below) or 3,3',5,5'-tetramethylbenzidine
(TMB) as a chromogen (Mesulam 1978, as modified after van der
Wandt et al. 1997). In the case where biocytin-dextran was used,
sections were treated with avidin conjugate (ABC-Elite, Vector)
1:250 in PBS overnight. This reaction product was visualized with
a solution of 0.025% DAB (Sigma), 0.15% ammonium nickel sul-
phate (Fluka) and 0.003% H2O2 (Baker) in 0.1 M TRIS-HCl
(pH 7.6). The same reaction was used to stabilize the TMB reac-
tion product (modified by Horn and Hoffmann 1987). The end
product was amplified with a gold-substituted silver intensifica-
tion technique (Gallyas et al. 1993). This technique was slightly
modified for optimal HRP visualization. After the DAB-Ni reac-
tion, the tissue was washed twice for 10 min in 0.1 M TBS, then
twice for 10 min in 1% sodium acetate. The sections were treated
with 10 mM copper sulphate for 10 min and, after rinsing in 1%
sodium acetate, with 3% H2O2 for an additional 10 min. Before
the intensification, the tissue was rinsed in 1% sodium acetate
again. The intensification was carried out in a freshly prepared so-
lution of equal parts of 5% Na2CO3 + 0.1% AgNO3 supplemented
with 0.1% NH4NO3, 1% silicotungstic acid, and 0.25% formalde-
hyde for 2–6 min. Washing twice for 10 min in 1% acetic acid
stopped the reaction. After rinsing in 1% sodium acetate, the sec-
tions were gold toned in 0.1% HAuCl4 for 10 min, rinsed in 1%

sodium acetate and treated with 3% Na2S2O3 for 5 min. At the end
of the reaction, the midbrain sections were washed in 1% sodium
acetate, then mounted on gelatinized slides, dehydrated in increas-
ing concentrations of ethanol, cleared in xylene and coverslipped
with DEPEX. This procedure gave results highly superior to nor-
mal TMB or DAB reactions in that the labelled cells and neuropil
were visualized in great detail and with minimal background. The
sections were analysed using a Zeiss Axioskop microscope. The
position and the morphology of single retrogradely labelled neu-
rons were reconstructed with a camera lucida apparatus using a
×40 objective.

Quantitative analysis

Three pigmented and two albino ferrets received bilateral IO in-
jections. In these animals we analyzed the right and the left NOT-
DTN. One pigmented and two albino ferrets received IO injections
only on the right side. Here we analysed only the right NOT-DTN.
The number of retrogradely labelled neurons and their dendrites in
the NOT-DTN were counted and the length of dendritic segments
measured (Table 1). In this study we did not attempt to follow
dendrites through adjacent sections. Only every second section
was used for visualizing retrogradely labelled cells; the second se-
ries was used for Nissl staining for identification of pretectal nu-
clei. Each labelled neuron with a clearly distinguishable soma was
reconstructed. Because of the intersection distance of 100 µm, it is
unlikely that the same cell was analysed twice even if it was not
sectioned mid-soma. The resulting drawings were scanned into a
computer and the dendrites were measured by tracing them with
the mouse on the computer screen. Only dendrites obviously con-
nected to a soma were measured. If branching occurred, we fol-
lowed the most clearly labelled branch. Dendritic fragments which
could not be followed to a particular cell were not included in the
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Table 1 Summary of experimental design

Case IO injections Reaction Intensification No. of labelled No. of labelled Total length 
cells in the dendrites of dendrites 
NOT-DTN (µm)

Pigm. 1 HRP, both sides DAB + Left: 178 2199 21,311
Right: 288
Total: 466

Pigm. 2 HRP, both sides TMB – Left: 76 1133 13,072
Right: 83
Total: 159

Pigm. 3 HRP, both sides DAB + Left: 92 581 10,342
Right: 37
Total: 129

Pigm. 4 HRP, right side DAB + Right: 449 1480 21,427
Total: 449
Total: 1203 Total: 5393 Total: 66,152

Albino 1 HRP, both sides DAB + Left: 157 1328 12,036
TMB – Right: 148

Total: 302
Albino 2 Biocytin-dextran, Avidin conjugate + Left: 36 512 4076

both sides ABC + DAB Right: 98
Total: 134

Albino 3 HRP, right side DAB + Right: 240 1078 16,725
Total: 240

Albino 4 HRP, right side DAB + Right: 282 966 13,578
Total: 282
Total: 958 Total: 3884 Total: 46,415

Summary of tracers and visualization methods used, number of
retrogradely labelled cells in the NOT-DTN, number of labelled
dendrites, and total length of the dendrites in albino and pigment-
ed animals. In the animals with bilateral tracer injections, we com-

bined the number of labelled cells or labelled dendrites in the right
NOT-DTN and the left NOT-DTN and called them the “total num-
ber” of labelled cells or labelled dendrites



analysis. The number and length of the dendrites were quantified
in sixteen 22.5°-wide sectors of a circle centred onto the soma of
each cell, with the first sector being parallel to the superficial fibre
layer and directed laterally. Soma size was not measured because
the gradual transition between soma and dendrite often made a
strict delineation of the soma impossible.

Results

Injection sites

We investigated retrogradely labelled NOT-DTN cells
from four pigmented and four albino ferrets. The loca-
tion of the injection site in the inferior olive, the tracer
used, the method to visualize it, as well as the number of
labelled NOT-DTN neurons, and the number and total
length of the labelled dendrites in each animal are sum-
marized in Table 1. The spread of the tracer at the injec-
tion sites in the brainstem had a core diameter varying
between 300 and 500 µm and always included most of
the inferior olive at least on one side (Fig. 1). In five
cases left and right IO, and in three cases only the right
IO, were covered by the tracer (Table 1). Sometimes oth-
er structures such as the medial longitudinal fasciculus,
the paramedian reticular nucleus, the inferior central nu-
cleus, and the pyramidal tract were also labelled. These
injections resulted in extensive retrograde labelling of
neurons in various areas of the midbrain. Retrogradely
labelled neurons were found in the NOT-DTN, the medi-
al terminal nucleus (MTN), the superior colliculus (SC),
and the ventral tegmental relay zone (VTRZ). Especially
in the cases with one-sided injections labelled NOT-DTN
neurons ipsilateral to the injection were well separated
from the neurons of other structures and were therefore
easy to analyse. The labelling was independent of the
type of tracer. Survival time also had no influence on la-
belling strength. The number of strongly labelled neu-
rons was more dependent on the site of the injection in
the IO than on tracer and survival time.

Number of cells in the NOT-DTN in albino
and pigmented animals

The line drawings in Fig. 2 give an overview of the pre-
tectal region in a pigmented (A) and an albino (D) ferret,
the rectangular inset indicating the region depicted in the
photomicrographs of Figs. 2B, C, E, F and 3. Within the
pretectum, retrogradely labelled neurons were found
mainly in the ipsilateral dorsal NOT-DTN just below the
midbrain surface. A few labelled neurons were also ob-
served in the ventral NOT-DTN, but their number steadi-
ly decreased more ventrally. The labelled cells were not
organized in layers but were seen to be randomly dis-
persed in the NOT-DTN (Fig. 2). Despite the large injec-
tions centred at the caudal pole of the inferior olive near
the dorsal cap, the variability in the number of labelled
neurons was considerable. The average number of neu-
rons labelled was 172 per NOT-DTN in the pigmented
and 160 in the albino animals. This difference was nei-
ther statistically significant in a t-test nor in a non-para-
metric Mann-Whitney U-test. 

Morphology of labelled cells in the NOT-DTN

Inspecting our histological material, well-labelled som-
ata and a strongly stained dendritic network were ob-
served in the NOT-DTN of all pigmented animals (ar-
rowheads in Fig. 2B, C). Although the somata appeared
equally well labelled in the albino ferrets, such a dendrit-
ic network was missing or it consisted of weakly stained,
loosely arranged dendrites (arrows in Fig. 2E, F). Fur-
thermore, it was conspicuous that NOT-DTN cells in
pigmented animals seemed to have longer dendrites ori-
ented mostly along the optical fibre layer parallel to the
surface of the midbrain (Fig. 2B, C).

Figure 3 depicts retrogradely labelled neurons with
well-filled somata and proximal dendrites in pigmented
(Fig. 3A, B) and albino ferrets (Fig. 3C, D). The somata
of these neurons displayed a wide range of sizes and
shapes. Somata of IO-projecting neurons located dorsal-
ly were fusiform (Fig. 3A, C), whereas those located
centrally or ventrally in the nucleus were fusiform to
round (Fig. 3B–D). Some neurons at the dorsal and su-
perficial border of the NOT-DTN had cell bodies with an
elongated appearance (Fig. 3A). We did not attempt to
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Fig. 1 Line drawing of typical injection sites in the brainstem of
an albino ferret. The penetration tracks (grey) reached the inferior
olive (IO) on both sides. The dotted outlines indicate the extent of
the injections that include the inferior central nucleus (CI), the
paramedian reticular nucleus (PR), and the pyramidal tract (P).
Scale bar 2 mm

Fig. 2 Retrogradely labelled neurons in the right NOT-DTN after
IO injections. Line drawings in A and D show an overview of the
midbrain and pretectum of a pigmented (A) and an albino ferret
(D); rectangles indicate the region of the NOT-DTN shown in the
photomicrographs in B, C, E, and F. B, C Typical labelling of the
NOT-DTN in two pigmented animals after HRP injections. Note
the strongly stained dendritic networks in the NOT-DTN of these
animals (arrowheads). E, F Typical retrograde labelling in the
NOT-DTN of two albino ferrets. The dendritic network is replaced
by weakly stained, loosely arranged fibres in the albino NOT-DTN
(arrows) (A aqueduct, MGN medial geniculate nucleus, PAG peri-
aqueductal grey, PP pes pedunculi, SC superior colliculus, III ocu-
lomotor nucleus, 3 oculomotor nerve). Scale bar for photomicro-
graphs represents 400 µm, for line drawings 2 mm

▲
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measure soma size because of this variable appearance
and because it was often difficult to define the exact bor-
der between soma and dendrite. Qualitatively, there was
no obvious difference in soma size between the two
groups of animals.

Labelled neurons had two to seven stem dendrites
that could be followed up to 100–140 µm from the mid-
dle of the cell body in the 50-µm-thick frontal sections
(solid arrows in Fig. 3). Although the peripheral den-
drites of these cells had a granular appearance, their
branching pattern could still be distinguished (arrow-
head in Fig. 3B). The dendritic branching pattern of la-
belled cells was found to depend on their position in the
NOT-DTN. Neurons with elongated cell bodies situated
dorsally in the NOT-DTN had dendrites that extended
parallel to the surface of the midbrain or to the fibre
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Fig. 3 Neuronal types in the NOT-DTN projecting to the IO of pig-
mented and albino ferrets as visualized by DAB reaction and gold-
substituted silver intensification after HRP injections into the ipsilat-
eral IO. A Strongly labelled neuron with a flattened soma at the dor-
sal border of the NOT-DTN in a pigmented ferret. The main den-
drites (arrows) are well filled and can be followed up to 100 µm
from the cell body. B Strongly labelled neuron from the central part
of the NOT-DTN in a pigmented ferret with fusiform soma and well-
filled main dendrites (arrows). The peripheral dendrites have a gran-
ular appearance (arrowhead), but the branching pattern can still be
followed. Some parts of thin beaded dendrites, belonging to the
strongly labelled dendritic network of the pigmented NOT-DTN, can
be seen (open arrows). C Labelled neurons in the right NOT-DTN of
an albino. Solid arrows point to stem dendrites of fusiform dorsal
cells; curved arrows point to fusiform to round cells located more
ventrally. The ventrally located neurons have dendrites extending in-
to the central part of the NOT-DTN (arrowhead). D Retrogradely la-
belled fusiform to round cells in the central part of the NOT-DTN of
an albino animal. The main dendrites are well filled (arrows) and ex-
tend in all directions of the NOT-DTN. Scale bar 50 µm



bundles of the brachium of the superior colliculus
(BSC) (Fig. 3A). Ventrally, labelled neurons were found
with dendrites that extended dorsally into the central
parts of the NOT-DTN (arrowhead in Fig. 3C), while la-
belled neurons in the central part of the NOT-DTN
branched in all directions (Fig. 3B, C). In general, the
main dendritic orientation observed in transverse sec-
tions was parallel to the surface of the midbrain, i.e.
parallel to the fibre bundles in the BSC. There was no
obvious difference between pigmented and albino fer-
rets.

Overall, the dendrites of labelled neurons were re-
stricted to the borders of the NOT-DTN which could be

delineated from Nissl stained sections according to the
criteria established by Zhang and Hoffmann (1993).

Quantitative analysis

To verify our qualitative observations on the dendrites in
the pigmented and albino ferrets, we quantitatively anal-
ysed the following anatomical parameters: first, the aver-
age frequency of dendrites per cell in each sector
(Fig. 4), second, the median of the dendritic length in
each sector (Fig. 5) and, third, the cumulative length of
dendrites in each sector per NOT-DTN (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 4 Number of dendrites of
labelled neurons in each orien-
tation sector. The data are nor-
malized to the total number of
labelled cells for each animal
and then averaged for each ani-
mal group. This measure gives
us the average frequency of
dendrites for one cell to fall in
one of the sectors. Abscissa
shows the 16 sectors (°); ordi-
nate gives the frequency of
dendrites per cell in a sector.
Sector 0° always points lateral-
ly and sector 180° towards the
midline of the midbrain. Over-
all, there are more dendrites in
pigmented animals. In both
groups of animals the highest
frequency of labelled dendrites
was found in the sectors paral-
lel to the surface of the mid-
brain, i.e. parallel to the fibre
bundles of the BSC

Fig. 5 Average of the medians
of dendritic length in each sec-
tor in the two groups of ani-
mals. Abscissa orientation sec-
tors (°), ordinate medians of
dendritic length in micromet-
res. This median length of den-
drites is still significantly short-
er in albino than in pigmented
ferrets. The median of the den-
dritic length is higher in the
sectors parallel to the midbrain
surface in each animal group.
Bars give the maximum and
minimum of the medians for
each sector in each animal
group



The number of dendrites analysed per animal and
NOT-DTN is given in Table 1. The average number of
dendrites per cell was derived by dividing the number of
dendrites in all sectors by the number of cells analysed
for each animal. The average number of dendrites origi-
nating from the soma ranged from 3.3 to 7.1 in pigment-
ed and from 3.4 to 4.5 in albino animals. We counted the
total number of labelled dendrites in each sector sepa-
rately and normalized the values to the number of cells
counted in the same sections for each pigmented and al-
bino animal. From these values, we calculated the aver-
age probability of a cell in a pigmented animal to have a
dendrite in any sector to be 0.3, in the sectors parallel to
the fibre layer (0° and 180°) to be 0.57. In the albino ani-
mals these probabilities were 0.25 and 0.42, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the clearly decreased average frequency
of dendrites from albino animals in almost all of the in-
vestigated sectors in comparison to the pigmented ani-
mals. Over the 16 sectors, this difference is highly sig-
nificant in a Wilcoxon signed rank test (P<0.001). There
is no greater loss of dendrites in the sectors parallel to
the fibre layer (0° and 180°) in the albino animals when
compared with other sectors.

Next, we calculated the median length of dendrites in
a given sector for each labelled cell (Fig. 5). Most of the
dendritic segments were short, in part because we did not
reconstruct dendrites over consecutive sections. Thus,
each dendritic segment was measured separately and the
median of the values calculated in each sector in every
animal. The maximum and minimum of the medians in
the 16 sectors were smaller in the albino animals
(16.43 µm and 4.09 µm vs 18.43 µm and 5.47 µm in pig-
mented animals, Fig. 5). The mean of the medians over
all 16 sectors in each animal group was only slightly
shorter in albino animals (9.18±1.67 µm vs 10.34±
1.2 µm in pigmented animals). Nevertheless, the differ-

ence in the medians between albino and pigmented
strains was significant (P<0.05 in a t-test) and highly
significant if the difference between the values in the 16
sectors was tested pairwise (P<0.001 in a Wilcoxon
signed rank test). The median length of dendrites ap-
peared slightly longer in the sectors parallel to the fibre
layer than in other sectors in both of the animal groups
[both distributions deviate significantly (P<0.001, χ2-
test) from a uniform distribution].

The clearest picture arises if the cumulative length of
dendrites per NOT-DTN in each sector is compared for
the pigmented and albino animals (Fig. 6). In the pig-
mented ferrets seven NOT-DTNs, in the albinos six
NOT-DTNs, were analysed. To compensate for the dif-
ferences in the number of labelled cells, we normalized
the cumulative dendritic length in each sector to the
number of labelled cells in each animal. This average cu-
mulative dendritic length per sector (Fig. 6) was dramati-
cally decreased in albino animals when compared with
pigmented animals particularly in the sectors parallel to
the fibre layer (0° and 180°). However, the relative de-
crease in cumulative dendritic length was about equal
(30% shorter) in each sector of the albino animals when
compared with the pigmented ones. This difference was
not higher in the sectors parallel to the fibre bundles of
the BSC. Thus, the labelled dendrites in the albino ani-
mals still have a preferred orientation parallel to the opti-
cal fibre layer.

In summary, we found equal numbers of NOT-DTN
neurons projecting to the IO in pigmented and in albino
ferrets. However, these cells had fewer dendrites in albi-
no animals. The dendrites had similar orientations with
respect to the surface of the midbrain, but the cumulative
dendritic length was decreased by 30% in all directions
in albino ferrets as compared to pigmented animals.
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Fig. 6 Cumulative length of
the dendrites in each sector av-
eraged for the analysed NOT-
DTNs. Abscissa orientation
sectors (°), ordinate cumulative
dendritic length per NOT-DTN
in each sector of the two
groups of animals. The cumula-
tive dendritic length is dramati-
cally but evenly decreased by
about 30% in albino compared
with pigmented ferrets. The
dendritic length per NOT-DTN
is highest in the sectors parallel
to the midbrain surface in both
animal groups



Discussion

In the present study we investigated the key neuronal sub-
strate for the optokinetic reflex in pigmented and albino
ferrets. We concentrated on neurons in the NOT-DTN that
project to the dorsal cap of the inferior olive and analysed
their number and morphology using retrograde transport of
HRP and biocytin coupled to dextran. Our data show that
IO-projecting neurons are present in equal numbers in the
NOT-DTN of both pigmented and albino ferrets. However,
a detailed analysis revealed several morphological charac-
teristics distinguishing the two groups of animals. First,
qualitatively a very prominent dendritic network was evi-
dent in the NOT-DTN of pigmented but not of albino ani-
mals. Second, on average, IO-projecting neurons in the
NOT-DTN of albino ferrets had fewer stem dendrites than
in pigmented animals. Third, the orientation of the den-
drites was similar in both pigmented and albino ferrets.
However, the average dendritic length per cell was shorter
in albino than in pigmented animals. Fourth, the cumula-
tive dendritic length in the NOT-DTN of albinos was re-
duced by 30% when compared with pigmented animals.

Specificity of injection sites

Previous studies in rat, cat, and opossum indicate that there
are several distinctive neuronal populations in the NOT-
DTN. They can be distinguished by their response proper-
ties as well as their projection sites (Ballas and Hoffmann
1985; Magnin et al. 1989; Schmidt et al. 1995; Vargas et
al. 1996). The neurons relevant for the optokinetic reflex
are the direction selective retinal slip cells that project to
the IO and, in part, by axonal bifurcation to the nucleus
praepositus hypoglossi (Magnin et al 1989). Our injection
sites were always centred in the IO, and although they in-
cluded neighbouring structures, e.g. the pyramidal tract,
the medial longitudinal fasciculus, and the paramedian re-
ticular nucleus to a varying degree, none of these structures
has been recognized as a NOT-DTN output target (rat:
Terasawa et al. 1979; rabbit: Takeda and Maekawa 1976;
Holstege and Collewijn 1982; Giolli et al. 1984; cat:
Graybiel and Berson 1980; Walberg et al. 1981; Ballas and
Hoffmann 1985; ferret: Zhang 1991; monkey: Mustari et
al. 1994; Büttner-Ennever et al. 1996b). In addition, the la-
belled neurons in the NOT-DTN formed a cluster well sep-
arated from neighbouring structures such as the superior
colliculus or other pretectal nuclei. Therefore, we are con-
fident that only retinal slip cells projecting to the IO were
included in our analysis. The variability in the total number
of labelled neurons may in part be due to differences in the
exact location of the injection centre, leakage of tracer out
of the brainstem into the liquor, and uncontrollable differ-
ences in uptake and transport of the tracer.

Morphology of retrogradely labelled NOT-DTN neurons

Analysis of the morphology of retrogradely labelled neu-
rons in the NOT-DTN revealed three types of neurons. The

shape of the soma ranged from fusiform to round, the ori-
entation of the stem dendrites ranged from parallel to the
surface to undirected. These cell types were not well segre-
gated from each other, nor was there a clear organization in
morphological layers. Roughly, fusiform cells with surface
parallel dendrites were located dorsally, fusiform to round
cells with unoriented dendrites were located centrally, and
fusiform to round cells with dorsally oriented dendrites
were located ventrally in the NOT-DTN. This corresponds
to data from rat and cat where the morphology of NOT-
DTN neurons varies with their location within the nucleus
rather than with their functional type as determined by
their efferent projections (Gregory 1985; van der Togt and
van der Want 1992; Schmidt et al. 1995). Ferret NOT-DTN
cells projecting to the IO partly overlap with the terminal
fields of the retinopretectal afferents (Zhang and Hoffmann
1993). Our analysis revealed that IO-projecting cells in the
albino NOT-DTN have fewer stem dendrites, and the cu-
mulative length of the dendrites per orientation sector was
reduced by 30% when compared with normally pigmented
animals. This suggests a possible decrease of inputs to
these cells. No comparable data are available for hypopig-
mented mice, rats, rabbits, or cats. Electrophysiological da-
ta on antidromic latencies of NOT-DTN cells after electri-
cal stimulation in the IO of pigmented and albino ferrets do
not reveal statistically significant differences between the
two groups of animals even though less neurons with very
short antidromic latencies were found in albinos (Garipis
and Hoffmann, unpublished observations). Thus, it is un-
likely that a slightly thinner axon diameter of retinal slip
cells in the NOT-DTN should significantly impair retro-
grade transport and as a consequence the quality and extent
of dendritic labelling.

Functional considerations

The following key features characterize the optokinetic
system of albino mammals. Behaviourally, albino mammals
can show a reversal of the slow phase of optokinetic nystag-
mus when only the nasal visual field is stimulated
(Collewijn et al. 1978, 1985; Sirkin et al. 1985). Some
strains are optokinetically blind, i.e. they do not react to op-
tokinetic stimulation at all (Lannou et al. 1982; Collewijn et
al. 1985; Mangini et al. 1985; Garipis and Hoffmann 1999).
Electrophysiologically, these defects are reflected by the
lack of direction selectivity of neurons in the NOT-DTN
(Lannou et al. 1982) or by reversed direction selectivity in
these neurons (Winterson and Collewijn 1981). Anatomi-
cally, the most prominent characteristic is the severe reduc-
tion of the ipsilateral retinofugal projections (rat: Lund
1965; Aarnoutse et al. 1995; ferret: Cucchiaro and Guillery
1984; Morgan and Thompson 1985; Morgan et al. 1987;
cat: Guillery and Kaas 1971, 1973; Hubel and Wiesel
1971). Anatomical tract tracing experiments have shown
that the ipsilateral retinal projections to the NOT-DTN and
the accessory optic system are largely lost in the albino fer-
ret (Zhang and Hoffmann 1993). In the NOT-DTN of albi-
no ferrets, retinal slip neurons can be identified through
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their projection to the IO. However, these cells have lost
their characteristic preference for ipsiversive stimulus
movement. This physiological abnormality results in the
more or less complete loss of optokinetic eye movements in
albino ferrets (Garipis and Hoffmann 1999).

How can we relate these findings to our present ana-
tomical results? There was no significant difference in
the total number of NOT-DTN to IO projecting cells in
normal and albino ferrets. This reflects the fact that in
electrophysiological experiments retinal slip neurons
could be identified by antidromic stimulation in the IO
(Garipis and Hoffmann 1999).

Can we explain the loss of direction selectivity? As
has been argued for the rabbit and shown in the cat, di-
rection selective ganglion cells provide the retinal input
to the NOT-DTN (Oyster et al. 1972; Hoffmann and
Stone 1985). Rotation of the eye around the torsional ax-
is in wallabies suggests that retinal coordinates (and reti-
nal direction selectivity) determine the direction selectiv-
ity in the NOT-DTN (Hoffmann et al. 1995). Extrapolat-
ing these findings to the ferret, one has to assume that a
putative reduction of retinal direction selectivity could
cause the reduction of direction selective responses in
the albino NOT-DTN. To test this hypothesis, one will
have to compare the incidence of direction selective neu-
rons in the retina of pigmented and albino ferrets. In ad-
dition, the abnormally crossing ganglion cell axons from
the temporal retina can produce non-congruent visual
field maps in visual centres, thus causing non-matching
retinal inputs to the target cells (Guillery 1990).

Our results show that the retinal slip cells of albino
animals have fewer stem dendrites and a drastically re-
duced cumulative dendritic length. In addition, the con-
spicuous dendritic network in the NOT-DTN of pigment-
ed ferrets is largely lost in the albino. It is well known
that the dendritic growth is remarkably dynamic and re-
sponsive to environmental signals including guidance
molecules and levels and patterns of activity (for review
see McAllister 2000). There is compelling evidence that
dendritic branches are stabilized and stimulated to grow
by synaptic contacts during normal development
(Vaughn 1989), determining their size and complexity
(Purves and Hume 1981; Purves and Lichtman 1985).
On the other hand, decreasing or blocking afferent activ-
ity often results in stunted neuronal development and
dendritic retraction (Wiesel and Hubel 1963; Guillery
1973; Deitch and Rubel 1984). Both the genetically de-
termined and activity-dependent formation of dendrites
are mediated by a number of substrate-bound or soluble
factors including neurotransmitters, neurotrophins, etc.,
that act to enhance or inhibit their growth (Snider 1988;
McAllister et al. 1996; Lom and Cohen-Cory 1999). The
expression of these factors is specific to their tissue of
origin, physiological state and age (McAllister et al.
1999; for review see Keith and Wilson 2001). Many of
the molecular signals that influence dendritic growth
also regulate axon guidance and synapse formation and
their expression levels are modulated by synaptic activi-
ty (McAllister 2000). Thus, we can hypothesize that pos-

sibly a decreased or unstructured input in a critical phase
during development could cause the reduction in stem
dendrite growth and neuropil in the albino NOT-DTN. In
addition, the occurrence of factors which are important
regulators of dendritic development could be different in
the brains of normally pigmented and albino animals. All
these hypotheses await further investigation.

Interestingly, morphological studies in the auditory
brainstem, especially in the medial superior olivary nu-
cleus of albino rabbits, cats, and ferrets, have also re-
vealed reduced soma sizes and reduced overall dendritic
length in albino versus pigmented animals (Conlee et al.
1984, 1987; Baker and Guillery 1989). A developmental
study further showed that these morphological differ-
ences only developed in ferrets older than 6 months of
age (Baker and Guillery 1989). Because all our animals
were older than 6 months and the two groups were age
matched, this developmental course should not influence
our data. The morphological changes in the superior ol-
ive and the NOT-DTN have clear functional correlates:
obliteration of the auditory brainstem response in the au-
ditory system and optokinetic blindness in the visual
system (Creel et al. 1983; Garipis and Hoffmann 1999).
Electrophysiological data on the primary somatosensory
cortex of albino cats did not reveal any obvious abnor-
malities in somatotopy (Garraghty et al. 1990). Thus, the
effects of albinism seem to be especially disastrous on
the subcortical level. Whether the somatosensory system
is also affected on this level remains to be investigated.

Furthermore, at least in the pigmented ferret, a cortical
input to the NOT-DTN has been demonstrated (Klauer et
al. 1990; Zhang 1991). The IO-projecting NOT-DTN
neurons lie in the terminal fields of cortical afferents
(Zhang 1991). Assuming that in the ferret as in the mon-
key (Hoffmann et al. 1991) cortical projection neurons to
the NOT-DTN, as a population, match the directional
preference of their target cells, we could expect from a
loss of direction selectivity in the NOT-DTN a loss in
specificity or a reduction in the cortical projection to the
NOT-DTN. Preliminary data from our laboratory show
that neurons in the visual cortex of albino ferrets have
normal direction selectivity (Garipis and Hoffmann, un-
published). This would imply that direction selectivity of
the cortical projection to the NOT-DTN alone is not suffi-
cient to establish the appropriate selectivity for ipsi-
versive movement in the NOT-DTN. Based on the
Hebbian rule, one can speculate that only synapses of
cortical axons with similar directional preferences as the
NOT-DTN cells will be consolidated during develop-
ment. If the postsynaptic target neurons are not direction
selective, the specificity of coinciding activity is reduced,
and cortical synapses may not be consolidated. This, in
turn, could then accentuate the loss of inputs to the NOT-
DTN. This hypothesis would have to be tested using elec-
tron microscopy to compare the incidence of synapses on
IO-projecting neurons in normal and albino ferrets.

In conclusion, our data indicate that a clear defect in the
optokinetic system of albino ferrets is located in the first
retinofugal relay station in the subcortical pathway under-
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lying the optokinetic reflex, namely the NOT-DTN. Fur-
ther experiments will have to discern whether this defect is
caused by retinal mechanisms, i.e. decreased ganglion cell
density, loss of direction selectivity in retinal ganglion
cells, or axonal misrouting in the optic chiasm, or whether
a loss of cortical or intrinsic inputs plays the crucial role.
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